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The ult imate l ink in your document management

Take your ECM to the next level!

Document management covers a vast array of specialties, from scanning and 
automatic data capture to electronic file creation and compression, and finally export 
towards Electronic Content Management systems where the document’s lifecycle 
can be completed, either through business workflows or storage and archiving.

In a corporate world that requires information to be input, processed and retrieved 
quickly and easily, it is crucial to integrate all those areas together seamlessly; this is 
where I.R.I.S. makes the difference with IRISConnect™, a groundbreaking solution which 
allows quick and easy connection between I.R.I.S. capture or document management 
software with third party applications.

What’s in it for you? No matter your past investments, I.R.I.S. will take it to the next level!
By complementing your existing systems with state-of-the-art technologies, 
IRISConnect™ will enable your users to send documents and metadata directly into 
your own DMS, ECM, ERP and CRM and corresponding business processes.

Key benefits

Boost your business processes with integrated document capture

Revolutionize the way each one of your employees think about document management; any 
incoming document is now traceable and shared throughout the entire organization in a matter 
of seconds, all the while integrated into your back-end systems.

With each document used to its full potential, the challenges of the past turn into new 
opportunities to save time and optimize operational efficiency, for unprecedented and sustainable 
return on investment.

Bank on your past investments

Make the most out of your current and future systems, by offering them the bridge they were 
missing to your captured documents, with immediately available connections to an extensive 
selection of DMS, ECM, ERP and CRM systems.  

Of course, any other system can be addressed through the IRISConnect™ ToolBox and XML 
export/import interface.

Save time on money on IT deployments

Thanks to a universal approach for any connection with one single API, installer and registration 
procedure, IRISConnect™ will boost document management within your organization in a just a 
few man-days.

Also, any future development in your back-end systems, such as new index fields, can be mirrored 
in your I.R.I.S. document capture solution in just a few clicks. The creation of configurable wizards 
is also supported for even easier operation!

Enable your users 
to scan documents, 
capture metadata 
automatically, and 
send it all into the 
ECM applications 
they are used to.
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How does it work? 

Your ECM systems have been cleverly designed to suit your company’s purposes, 
with key data to be appended to your documents such as their type (invoices, mail, 
contracts, and others) and indexes (supplier, amount, reference, recipient, and others). 

That is how you build to information systems, and that is the way it should stay, no 
matter what operational improvements will be brought along.
It simply makes sense that your newly installed document capture systems match 
those configurations.

This is precisely the job of IRISConnect™. It will automatically retrieve the metadata 
you defined in your external system, and match it to the data captured from your 
incoming documents by your brand-new I.R.I.S. solution.

IRISConnect™ is the perfect answer no matter what enhancements you wish to bring 
to your document management processes. It is used by every I.R.I.S. application, 
covering the whole range of document capture services we offer, with solutions such 
as IRISPowerscan™, IRISDocument ™, IRISCapture™, Readiris™, IRISXtract ™ and IRISNext™.

Will it work for me?

Absolutely, no matter what your current ECM system is. 

IRISConnect™ provides specific connections to Therefore™, SharePoint®, FileNet®, 
IRISNext™, Google Docs™, DropBox, Evernote®, Box.Net and Easy Documents. 

This list was expanded through CMIS technology with other applications like EMC² 
Documentum®, Alfresco, Nuxeo and Sensenet.

A third integration method called IRISConnect™ ToolBox, interfaced through XML 
and providing a more generic approach to metadata and file export, allows for an 
endless list of possibilities and makes sure all external systems are addressed, such 
as Microsoft Dynamics®, Sage®, SAP and Oracle®. 

Using IRISConnect™ - Let’s get a bit technical

Mapping

The first task of IRISConnect™ is to look at your current ECM systems and detect the object hierarchy, 
types and indexes that were previously defined.

Once identified, that data structure can easily be mirrored uphill at the document capture step, thanks to 
the perfect integration between IRISConnect™ and the whole I.R.I.S. range of high-end document capture 
solutions IRISPowerscan™, IRISDocument™ Server, IRISCapture™ Pro and IRISXtract™ for Documents.

While designed for fast deployment thanks to out-of-the-box configuration dialogs, IRISConnect™ is 
perfectly suited to more advanced requirements thanks to the concept of “rules” that describe how 
an input object will be transformed into one or more output objects. Typically, a rule will specify a 
location in your Document Management System, a path, the kind of object that must be created 
(document, folder, and others) as well as some index field mapping. It really is your choice!

Configuration

Configuring IRISConnect™ consists of 3 simple steps:

1-  Set up a connection to the ECM system of your choice.

Multiple connections are possible within one configuration, for instance to apply 
different rule sets and rules while exporting documents to the same server, or set 
up different connections to export to multiple servers.

2-  Create a Rule Set

The Rule Set is the process that a type of documents or batches will go through before it’s 
exported to your ECM. It is possible to have multiple Rule Sets within a single connection.

3-  Create a Rule

Rules are each step of the process that your captured document will go through.
They define the exact location of the exported documents on the ECM system, and 
the kinds of objects that should be created as your documents are exported (e.g. 
folder, invoice, etc.), depending on the possibilities offered by your ECM system.
Finally, Rules define the index fields that will be appended to your documents, if any.

Don’t lose past 
investments: 

IRISConnect™
was developed
to complement 

your existing 
systems with

state-of-the-art
document 

management 
technologies.

Don’t lose time 
with costly 

implementations: 
IRISConnect™ is 
deployed in just 
a few man-days 

thanks to out-of-the-
box configuration 

dialogs and 
configurable 

wizards.

Enjoy perfect 
integration: 

IRISConnect™ 
automatically 
matches the 

metadata captured 
on your incoming 

documents 
with the index 

fields defined in 
your business 

processes.

“Will IRISConnect™ 
work in my 

company’s specific 
case?” Absolutely, 

no matter what
your current ECM 

system is.

Step 2

Rule Set

Rule Set 1
I am capturing invoices ; Rule Set 1 is their own specific process

Step 2

Rule Set

Rule Set 2
I am capturing incoming mail ; Rule Set 2 is their own specific process

Step 3

Rule

ECM system
« Invoice » database

ECM system
« Mail » database

Step 1
Connection

IRISConnect™ « talks » to the external ECM

Rules for Rule Set 1

• Location - « Export incoming Invoices to the Invoices database of my ECM »

• Output Objects - « Create a new folder and document per incoming invoice »

• Indexes - « Capture the same indexes as those defined in my ECM 
Invoice database (ex: Supplier, VAT#, Amount and date) »

Rules for Rule Set 2

• Location - « Export incoming Mail to the Mail database of my ECM »

• Output Objects - « Create a new document per incoming piece of mail »

• Indexes - « Capture the same indexes as those defined in my ECM
Mail database (ex: Reference, Object, Sender, Recipient) »


